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Abstract:  There have been large volumes of literature published on mouse intracellular 
protein-protein interactions. However, there have been little attempts to aggregate these 
information into a usable model or concept map of protein-protein interactions, such as 
protein-protein bindings and activations. We have established a process for the handling and 
analysis of published abstracts from PubMed to extract information on protein-protein 
interactions, using only open source software and tools. A Firebird database, Muscopedia, 
which forms the central point of this pipeline, is used to store the abstracts and its processed 
forms. Muscopedia is interfaced to Python programming language through a Python DB-API 
compliant library, kinterbasdb. Abstracts were downloaded from PubMed using NCBI's Simple 
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) server and scanned for abbreviations using BioNLP server in 
Stanford University. Terms in the abstracts were substituted for their abbrevations , for 
example, the term “SOCS” is substituted for “suppressor of cytokine signaling”, before text 
processing using MontyLingua. MontyLingua is a natural language processing kit, which has 
'commonsense' built in and is used to process each abstract into a list of subject-verb-object 
(SVO) structure. On average, each abstract will be processed into 30 to 40 SVOs. Information 
on protein-protein interactions can then be extracted from this set of SVOs by using suitable 
verbs. These information will then be used to construct a concept map of protein-protein 
interactions.

Result Preliminary Activation and Binding Pathways of Insulin and Related Pathways Constructed from Analyzed Text
(Green lines represents activation reactions and blue lines represents binding reactions)
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p21-activated kinase=PAK
ventral prostate=VP
gamma-sarcoglycan=gammaSG
phosphoinositide 3-kinase=PI3K
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Example 
(PMID 15824124):

Previous experiments 
using dominant negative 
constructs and gene 
ablationin mice suggested 
that two phosphoinositide 
phosphatases, SHIP2 and 
PTEN negatively regulate 
this insulin signaling 
pathway.

Example of part of an abbreviated abstract

(NX Previous/JJ experiments/NNS NX) (VX using/VBG VX) 
(NX dominant/JJ negative/NN NX) (VX constructs/VBZ VX) 
(NX and/CC gene/NN ablation/NN NX) in/IN (NX 
mice/NNS NX) (VX suggested/VBD VX) that/IN (NX two/CD 
phosphoinositide/NN phosphatases/NNS ,/, SHIP2/NNP 
and/CC PTEN/NNP NX) (VX negatively/RB regulate/VB VX) 
(NX this/DT insulin/NN signaling/VBG pathway/NN NX) ./.

Previous/JJ experiments/NNS using/VBG dominant/JJ 
negative/NN constructs/VBZ and/CC gene/NN 
ablation/NN in/IN mice/NNS suggested/VBD that/IN 
two/CD phosphoinositide/NN phosphatases/NNS ,/, 
SHIP2/NNP and/CC PTEN/NNP negatively/RB regulate/VB 
this/DT insulin/NN signaling/VBG pathway/NN ./.

Examples of SVO:
("use" "Previous experiment" "dominant negative")
("construct" "dominant negative" "and gene ablation")
("construct" "dominant negative" “in mouse”)
("suggest" "mouse" "that two phosphoinositide phosphatase SHIP2 and PTEN")
("regulate" "two phosphoinositide phosphatase SHIP2 and PTEN" 
"insulin signal pathway")
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Flow Diagram Illustrating the Main Processing Steps
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Future Work
1. Currently, the construction of concept map is largely a 

manual process. Possibilities of user-directed, semi-
automation of construction of concept maps will be explored.

2. The current pipeline uses only one text analysis engine 
(MontyLingua). Improvements may be made possible by 
synergistic use of other text mining and analysis engines.

Conclusions
1. The pipeline had demonstrated core capabilities 

in managing and processing abstracts for the 
construction of concept maps.

2. Using insulin activation and binding, the ability 
of constructing a concept map from published 
abstracts has been demonstrated. 
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